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useful. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Purpose and Scope 
The main purpose of this document is to describe the Ecotox data source that will be integrated into 
the OpenMolGRID data warehouse (MOLDW) and to indicate what information present is useful.  It 
is to be used as a reference document for other documents that are written. 

1.2. Document Overview 

The main aim of the MOLDW is to integrate data relevant to molecular engineering from disparate 
repositories. These repositories are held in different systems, at different locations and in different 
formats.  Integration of each source into the MOLDW will be specific to that source, meaning that the 
adaptation of formats and access procedures will be required.  Each source must therefore be described 
in detail.  This document aims to describe the Ecotox data source.   

1.3. Document Structure 
In addition to this section the document contains the following sections: 

• Section 2 – a description of Ecotox. 

• Appendix A-B – Appendices used to support the document. 
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2. ECOTOX 

Ecotoxicology or ECOTOX is an online resource that provides toxicity data for aquatic and terrestrial 
life.  The US EPA, Office of Research and Development (ORD), and the Mid-Continent Ecology 
Division of the National Health and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory (NHEERL) maintain 
the database.  The resource is available at http://www.epa.gov/ecotox.  

Data within Ecotox is available in three main ways: 
1) Simple query 
2) Advanced query 
3) Download data archive (self-extracting compressed zip format) 

 
ECOTOX provides a querying mechanism that is realised in two ways; a quick or basic query and an 
advanced query.  In both instances the user is asked to enter information using forms.  In the advanced 
query section more information can be entered. 

Typical information that can be entered in the simple query relate to chemical, species and effect.  The 
chemical can either be the chemical name (exact or partial match) or the CAS number associated with 
the chemical.  The species can be the scientific or common name (exact or partial match) or the 
species number.  The effect is selected by checking a number of different checkboxes.  The user can 
also select information on kingdom and habitat type in order to refine the search.  There is also the 
ability to eliminate results returned based on year of publication.  The user also has the ability to select 
the output format of the information.  This can be displayed in a browser window, or can be 
downloaded in pipe-delimited format that can be easily integrated into spreadsheet applications. 

In the advanced query, the user is given the ability to eliminate more data based on their requirements.  
The input form is divided into six separate categories.  In addition to the information that can be 
entered in the simple query (with more options), the user is also able to choose which dataset the 
information comes from and from recent modifications only.  The user also has more control of what 
kind of test conditions were present when the toxicity measurements were made.  The user also has 
more output options.  They have the ability to eliminate columns that they are not interested in from 
the output. 

The website offers the user some help when querying the database.  The help section describes 
everything the database contains.  It offers the user the ability to browse/search based on chemical, 
species or effect.  These facilities only provide a means of locating the exact chemical, species or 
effect name and do not actually return any data.  They are in effect a lookup facility that can be used 
when actually using the query facility. 

The database can also be downloaded in compressed file format (self extracting “zip” archive).  It is 
broken down into two separate downloads – aquatic and terrestrial.   

2.1. Aquatic Archive 
Details associated with the aquatic archive are as follows: 

Update 
frequency 

Last 
Update 

URL 

Quarterly 20-12-2002 ftp://ftp.epa.gov/pub/ecotox/aquire_ascii_XX-XX-
XXXX.exe  

 
In this table the XX-XX-XXXX relates to the last date on which an archive was made.  A listing of the 
contents of this archive is shown in Appendix A.  Within this archive there are three main folders.  
These are: 

1) acquire/ 
2) acquire/validation 
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3) acquire/common_validation  
The operational data is present in the root acquire directory.  Within this directory the file 
acquire_structure.pdf contains the information necessary to reconstruct the aquatic archive in a 
relational database.  The validation directory contains information to validate data that is specific 
to the aquatic archive, whereas the common_validation directory contains information for 
validation that is common to the terrestrial archive also. 

Each data file in the aquatic archive has the extension .txt.  Accompanying most .txt files is a 
.htm file.  This file contains metadata about what the associated .txt file contains. 

2.2. Terrestrial Archive 
Details associated with the terrestrial archive are as follows: 

Update 
frequency 

Last 
Update 

URL 

Quarterly 20-12-2002 ftp://ftp.epa.gov/pub/ecotox/terretox_ascii_XX-XX-
XXXX.exe  

 
In this table the XX-XX-XXXX relates to the last date on which an archive was made.  A listing of the 
contents of this archive is shown in Appendix B.  Within this archive there are three main folders.  
These are: 

1) terretox/ 
2) terretox /validation 
3) terretox /common_validation  

 
The operational data is present in the root terretox directory.  Within this directory the file 
terretox_structure.pdf contains the information necessary to reconstruct the terrestrial archive 
in a relational database.  The validation directory contains information to validate data that is 
specific to the terrestrial archive, whereas the common_validation directory contains information 
that is common to the aquatic download also. 

Each data file in the terrestrial archive has the extension .txt.  Accompanying most .txt files is a 
.htm file.  This file contains metadata about what the associated .txt file contains. 

2.3. General Notes 

A typical user query is of the simple kind.  It involves the input of either a CAS number or chemical 
name, a species name or number and details of the effects the user is interested in.  These details are 
therefore most important from the user point of view. 

For integration into MOLDW the query access mechanisms are unrealistic.  The third data access 
method however is conceivable.  The data from Ecotox is available in two main archives that are 
freely downloadable via FTP.  Their format is generally the same. 
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Appendix A – Acquire Archive Contents 

 
acquire/aquire.htm 
acquire/aquire.txt 
acquire/aquire_structure.pdf 
acquire/chemicalinfo.htm 
acquire/chemicalinfo.txt 
acquire/fieldstudy.htm 
acquire/fieldstudy.txt 
acquire/remarks.htm 
acquire/remarks.txt 
acquire/remarksdescriptions.htm 
acquire/remarksdescriptions.txt 
acquire/watercharacteristics.htm 
acquire/watercharacteristics.txt 
acquire/waterchardescription.htm 
acquire/waterchardescription.txt 
 
acquire/common_validation/chemicals.htm 
acquire/common_validation/chemicals.txt 
acquire/common_validation/chemical_analysis_methods.txt 
acquire/common_validation/chemical_formulations.txt 
acquire/common_validation/chemical_grades.txt 
acquire/common_validation/concentration_units.txt 
acquire/common_validation/control_types.txt 
acquire/common_validation/effects.txt 
acquire/common_validation/endpoints.txt 
acquire/common_validation/ion_codes.txt 
acquire/common_validation/measurements.txt 
acquire/common_validation/radio_labels.txt 
acquire/common_validation/references.htm 
acquire/common_validation/references.txt 
acquire/common_validation/response_sites.txt 
acquire/common_validation/species_common_name.htm 
acquire/common_validation/species_common_name.txt 
acquire/common_validation/species_data_file.htm 
acquire/common_validation/species_data_file.txt 
acquire/common_validation/species_latin_names.htm 
acquire/common_validation/species_latin_names.txt 
 
acquire/validation/applicationtypes.txt 
acquire/validation/concentrationtypecodes.txt 
acquire/validation/depthunits.txt 
acquire/validation/durationmodifiercodes.txt 
acquire/validation/durationunitscodes.txt 
acquire/validation/effecttrendcodes.txt 
acquire/validation/exposuretypecodes.txt 
acquire/validation/geocodes.txt 
acquire/validation/habitatcodes.txt 
acquire/validation/organiccarbontypecodes.txt 
acquire/validation/seasoncodes.txt 
acquire/validation/statisticalsignificancecodes.txt 
acquire/validation/studytypes.txt 
acquire/validation/substratecodes.txt 
acquire/validation/testlocationcodes.txt 
acquire/validation/watercharacteristicunits.txt 
acquire/validation/watertypecodes.txt 
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Appendix B – Terretox Archive Contents 

 
Adding terretox/chemical_carriers.htm 
Adding terretox/chemical_carriers.txt 
Adding terretox/exposure.htm 
Adding terretox/exposure.txt 
Adding terretox/result.htm 
Adding terretox/result.txt 
Adding terretox/terretox_structure.pdf 
Adding terretox/test.htm 
Adding terretox/test.txt 
 
Adding terretox/common_validation/chemicals.htm 
Adding terretox/common_validation/chemicals.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/chemical_analysis_methods.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/chemical_formulations.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/chemical_grades.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/concentration_units.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/control_types.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/effects.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/endpoints.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/ion_codes.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/measurements.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/radio_labels.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/references.htm 
Adding terretox/common_validation/references.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/response_sites.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/species_common_name.htm 
Adding terretox/common_validation/species_common_name.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/species_data_file.htm 
Adding terretox/common_validation/species_data_file.txt 
Adding terretox/common_validation/species_latin_names.htm 
Adding terretox/common_validation/species_latin_names.txt 
 
Adding terretox/validation/application_frequency.txt 
Adding terretox/validation/cec_units.txt 
Adding terretox/validation/duration_units.txt 
Adding terretox/validation/exposure_types.txt 
Adding terretox/validation/gender.txt 
Adding terretox/validation/lifestages.txt 
Adding terretox/validation/major_exposure_types.txt 
Adding terretox/validation/media_types.txt 
Adding terretox/validation/organic_matter_types.txt 
Adding terretox/validation/organic_matter_units.txt 
Adding terretox/validation/organism_sources.txt 
Adding terretox/validation/sample_units.txt 
Adding terretox/validation/test_locations.txt 

 


